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Q&A With Purdue Federal Credit
Union’s Dee Lucas
Featuring Dee Lucas, Sr. Network Administrator at Purdue Federal Credit Union

Tell us about your career path and how you ended up at Purdue Federal
Credit Union.
After exploring a few different career paths, including writing third person articles for IT, I made
the decision that I wanted to work in security and joined Purdue Federal. Evaluating Carbon Black’s
application control product, CB Protection, was one of the first tasks I did when I started. Today I
oversee the CB Protection product and support our SOC team.
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Why did you choose Carbon Black?
We actually demoed three products in our evaluation and we had traditional AV for years. We decided to replace AV and chose Carbon Black because it was the easiest to use. CB Protection helps
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us sleep at night and has saved us a number of times.

“We used to spend hours reimaging machines and because of CB
Protection we don’t waste our time on that anymore.” - Dee Lucas, Sr.
Network Administrator

What value have you seen since using Carbon Black?
We used to spend hours upon hours ensuring our computers were safe, and we’d still not find out
about an issue until it was too late. We used to spend hours reimaging machines and because of
CB Protection we don’t waste our time on that anymore.

Describe the value you have received from the User Exchange community.
This community brings a lot of value to us, being able to connect and interact with other security
professionals is a major help for our company. Within the community, I research and look at what
other users have found. If I am unable to find what I need on the community, which is rare, the Carbon Black staff is the next best thing I turn to.
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What is your advice to others looking to start a career in security?
Stick with it. If you make the decisions to start a career in security, educate yourself and don’t give
it up. It has its challenges but if you can get past those you’ll be successful. I’d also say to get
involved in industry events. At CB Connect, I have met so many wonderful people and especially
enjoy hanging out with the technical users. They have so much information you can learn from and
it is fun to hear the stories they share.

About Carbon Black
Carbon Black (NASDAQ: CBLK) is a leading provider of next-generation endpoint security delivered
via the cloud. Leveraging its big data and analytics cloud platform – the CB Predictive Security Cloud
– Carbon Black consolidates prevention, detection, response, threat hunting and managed services
into a single platform with a single agent and single console, making it easier for organizations to
consolidate security stacks and achieve better protection. As a cybersecurity innovator, Carbon Black
has pioneered multiple endpoint security categories, including application control, endpoint detection
and response (EDR), and next-generation antivirus (NGAV) enabling customers to defend against the
most advanced threats. More than 4,300 global customers, including 35 of the Fortune 100, trust
Carbon Black to keep their organizations safe.
Carbon Black and CB Predictive Security Cloud are registered trademarks or trademarks of Carbon
Black, Inc. in the United States and other jurisdictions.
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